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Abstract: This article is an attempt at reflecting the fundamental human behavior to fight for survival, curiosity hunger for more and more knowledge of nature. It explains the battle between the conscious and unconscious, highlighting it as the ground for distinguishing ordinary humans from the genius of our society. The motive behind sending this article is for it to be published in your reputed and prestigious journal, so as to share my findings with the rest.
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1. Introduction

All eras are the modern era of their period. An era is progressing day by day. Behind this progress is a genius and factual programming that is responsible for the master mind of development of this world. Usually the life of human beings revolves around this programming to complete the cycle of life. This planning transforms life into a vast subject. If one intends to write this subject it can take nearly a lifetime, but if one thinks at a deeper level one realizes the fact that there are three factors that are entirely responsible for this vast subject which are; 1) War for survival. 2) More and more satisfaction. 3) Investigation.

After having a look at this world, the developments, innovations, technologies and activities of life, we observe that the complete life cycle of this world is planned on the above mentioned factors.

2. War for Survival

From an infant child to a man and from a giant elephant to a tiny ant, behind their fundamental activities the first basic programming is the war for survival. A child’s weeping due to hunger is not for the sake of hunger but it his trumpet for the war for survival. The sound of weeping is not music rather it is a noise which is part of this war. This sound of weeping - a noise - strikes open the door of “more satisfaction” and opened door of more satisfaction results in an “instant solution”, and the solution he finds maintains the demand for more satisfaction. The efforts of an ant for food is an act of its war for survival, similarly the escape of a prey from a predator is also part of the war for survival.

3. More and More Satisfaction

The factor that comes into play after the war for survival is “more satisfaction” that pushes this world to more and more development which gives rise to more improvement and this moves the world towards more advancement. More satisfaction plays the role of a dictator in development of the world and governs its activities.

4. Investigation

The most important factor behind these happenings is investigation. The brain behaves in two types; 1) Subordinate of two factors i.e more and more satisfaction or war of survival and general investigation. 2) Behaves like autonomous body for exploring nature.

This investigation is the mother all the subjects. Investigation brings up a topic and transforms it into a subject. Here the important point is that how investigation transforms a topic into a subject? From here starts the mysterious function of the brain i.e. Receiving of an inspiration. The real question is that, from where the inspiration of man comes?

There are two major components of the human brain; 1) The conscious. 2) The unconscious.

The conscious works on the factors discussed above but what is unconscious and how it works is the issue which will be discussed now. The presence of the unconscious of the human mind can be determined from the sleep or dream mode of the human mind. Unconscious is a database where the major data of the world is already stored. Often humans get a clue from their unconscious and that clue mostly includes things from their ordinary life. The normal human receives improper and incomplete clues from the unconscious and it is due to the high performance of the other two factors i.e. War of survival and more satisfaction in his case.

From this observation we can clearly see that the receiving of an inspiration is inversely proportional to the working of the human conscious. If we have a look at the lives of philosopher and scientist of a subject, who are in fact the fathers or creators of that specific subject we clearly observe a common factor i.e. Their lives are simpler than the lives of normal human beings. Being absent minded is also common in them which proves that their conscious is working less than normal beings. And this less working of conscious implies more working of the unconscious which makes them a better thinker and a better receiver of inspirations from the unconscious than normal beings. In-case of normal humans the presence of the unconscious is felt in sleep when one is out of conscious and the factors like “war for survival” and “strive for satisfaction” work at a very basic level necessary for basic survival. Hence, when the brain is in the sleep mode and these two factors work at the minimal level, one starts receiving a third picture or dimension of the mind i.e. Very clear and often related to our daily investigation. It is in the form of dreams and mostly related to our daily investigations and questions in our mind. Some dream.
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inspirations are meaningless and rendered useless by people when they wake up, but some dreams are very real, vivid and become true or give answers to problems we cannot solve when we are awake one example is the formulation of the structure of benzene in the dream of Kekule.

Once again if we have a look at the life of scientists and philosophers the condition of their mind when they are awake is so near to that of an ordinary person in sleep.

5. Mode of Working

The three fundamental factors of the brain namely
1) War for survival.
2) More satisfaction
3) Investigation, exist or are divided into two families
   • Personal family of three factors
   • Social family of three factors.

Both families work simultaneously and the member of both families also work simultaneously in their family. If the performance of one family or one factor of a family increases than the performance of the other family or remaining factors decreases but it is not necessary that the decreasing performance of one factor or family increases the performance of remaining factors or family.

Here we take the example of a person who commits suicide, in his case the war of survival comes to an end, the reason for ending this war is that, his desire for more satisfaction becomes insatiable and he fails to keep up with this war for survival. His war for survival and more satisfaction reaches the maximum and then finishes altogether with his life. Here the factor related with the unconscious i.e. Investigation almost is non-existent which if present comes up with solutions to the problems of life.

The scientist working in developed countries are provided with high incentive and secure life so that they become less conscious of their war for survival and more satisfaction, which makes them highly focused on their investigations.

Here the role of the unconscious is that of a data base where all data about the activities of the world is already saved. Hence, the problems for the conscious are those that already have solutions in the unconscious and we might conclude here that the working of the conscious is inversely related to the working of the unconscious. Those working at a high functioning conscious level make the ordinary humans and those working at the high working unconscious level make the genius of our society.
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